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The current status of de novo sequencing of peptides by MS/MS is reviewed with focus on

collision cell MS/MS spectra. The relation between peptide structure and observed fragment

ion series is discussed and the exhaustive extraction of sequence information from CID

spectra of protonated peptide ions is described. The partial redundancy of the extracted

sequence information and a high mass accuracy are recognized as key parameters for

dependable de novo sequencing by MS. In addition, the benefits of special techniques

enhancing the generation of long uninterrupted fragment ion series for de novo peptide

sequencing are highlighted. Among these are terminal 18O labeling, MSn of sodiated peptide

ions, N-terminal derivatization, the use of special proteases, and time-delayed fragmentation.

The emerging electron transfer dissociation technique and the recent progress of MALDI

techniques for intact protein sequencing are covered. Finally, the integration of bioinformatic

tools into peptide de novo sequencing is demonstrated.
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1 Introduction

The introduction of chemical protein sequencing by Edman

degradation [1] in the 1950s was a milestone in the devel-

opment of protein research. For identification of Edman

degradation products, mainly LC was used. Intermittently,

MS was introduced as alternative method to LC with optical

detection. This was achieved in combination with the early

soft ionization techniques chemical ionization [2], field

desorption [3], and fast atom bombardment [4]. Later, the

gradual refinement of MS/MS techniques created the basis

for peptide sequencing by MS (for a review, see [5]), which

finally gave fast access to multiple internal protein sequen-

ces by the analysis of proteolytic peptides [6–8]. In a parallel

development termed ladder sequencing, protein sequences

were read by single stage MALDI-MS from sequence ladders

generated by exopeptidases [9–12]. Within the last two

decades, protein sequence determination by MS/MS

became more and more powerful, a development driven

mainly by the improvements of LC techniques in combi-

nation with ESI [13]. The advantages of MS/MS techniques

with respect to speed, sensitivity, and applicability to

complex peptide mixtures gradually led to the replacement

of Edman techniques by LC-MS/MS. As a result, MS-based

proteomics has emerged as the method of choice for the

identification of proteins [14, 15] via database-supported

interpretation of MS data using search engines such as

MASCOT [16], SEQUEST [17], X! TANDEM [18], or OMSSA

[19]. MS data are typically either MALDI mass fingerprint

data [20, 21] or LC-ESI-MS/MS data [22, 23]. More recently,

the introduction of MALDI-MS/MS has strengthened the

role of MALDI for amino acid sequence determination.

Considering all amino acid sequence combinations that are

theoretically possible, only a very minor portion of protein

sequences is realized in nature, and therefore a short

peptide sequence is already highly protein-specific. This

situation effects that a database-supported, probability-based

annotation of peptide MS/MS spectra leads to protein

identification at a high level of confidence from fragmentary

sequence information.

Thus, database-supported protein identification is very

effective, but it precludes the recognition of all peptides not
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present in the reference database. In spite of the continu-

ously growing sequence databases, de novo sequencing of

peptides, i.e. sequencing without assistance of a linear

sequence database, is still essential in several analytical

situations. For example, analyses of protein sequence

variants or their splice isoforms require de novo sequencing,

as well as protein analysis from organisms with unse-

quenced genomes. In addition, de novo sequencing is

essential for analysis of peptides containing non-proteinic or

modified amino acids, as typically present, e.g. in bioactive

peptides of bacteria or fungi [24]. The performance of both

the MS/MS and of the LC part influences the utility of an

LC-MS system for de novo sequencing. This is because the

significance of peptide MS/MS data is connected with the

purity of the peptide ions selected for fragmentation. In

the following, the state-of-the-art and current advancements

of peptide de novo sequencing by MS are reviewed and

discussed. Important points are the redundancy of sequence

information present in CID spectra, the use of new peptide

activation techniques, MSn analyses, the influence of mass

accuracy, labeling techniques, the fragmentation of intact

proteins, and bioinformatic tools for a reference-free inter-

pretation of MS/MS spectra.

2 Nomenclature of peptide fragment ions

The introduction of soft ionization techniques enabled the

efficient generation of intact peptide ions which can be

selected as precursors for subsequent activation and detec-

tion of their fragment ions. For peptide sequencing, the

positive mode is generally used due to its higher sensitivity

and since MS/MS spectra of protonated peptides contain a

wealth of sequence-specific fragment ions. In contrast,

negative ion MS/MS spectra contain less sequence infor-

mation and are usually more difficult to interpret. Frag-

mentation of protonated peptide ions following CID occurs

predominantly at the peptide backbone by proton-induced

fragmentation reactions as explained by the mobile proton

model [25]. The widely accepted nomenclature for the

annotation of peptide sequence ions is outlined in Fig. 1, as

originally proposed by Roepstorff and Fohlman [26] and

later modified by Biemann [27]. Sequence ions that undergo

neutral loss are distinguished further as for example the loss

of H2O is indicated by 1 or the loss of NH3 by �.

3 CID

The majority of peptide de novo sequencing has been

performed using CID (or collision-activated dissociation). In

low energy CID, activation of molecular ions is achieved by

collisions with inert gas molecules (He, N2, Ar) present in a

separate collision cell or as bath gas in an ion trap. In CID,

the translational energy of the ions is partially converted into

internal vibrational energy which then induces peptide

fragmentation. Acceleration of the precursor ions in the

collision zone by a potential difference (collision offset)

intensifies the fragmentation and leads to more second (or

higher order) fragments, due to repeated collisions during

the travel through the collision cell. Moderate collision offset

values are most favorable for sequencing, in terms of

absolute fragment ion intensity and background level. For

unmodified peptides, activation of protonated molecules

leads primarily to backbone fragmentations, resulting in

structure-specific fragments. The mobile proton model [25]

can semi-quantitatively rationalize the distribution of the

observed fragments [28, 29]. A particular feature of back-

bone cleavages of multiply protonated molecular ions is that

they may result in complementary b/y fragment ions.

Cleavages at the N-terminal site of P or at the C-terminal site

of D are the prototype forms of fragmentation resulting in

complementary fragment ions. However, in collision cell

MS/MS spectra of peptides the occurrence of complemen-

tary ions is rather the exception than the rule. This implies

that the majority of backbone cleavages are only represented

by either b or y ions and that the individual C- or N-terminal

fragment ion series mostly exhibit only a minor overlap.

This situation is demonstrated in Fig. 2 for a collection of

quadrupole TOF (Q-TOF) CID spectra summarizing their

search engine-annotated fragment ion series. The data in

Fig. 2 imply that the location of the basic residues R, K, and

H determines the balance between the length of the b and y

ion series.

The CID spectra of typical tryptic peptides with a basic

residue at the C-terminus are characterized by extended y

ion series accompanied by short b ion series (b2 to b3, b4)

without b1 ions (Fig. 2A). Peptides with a basic residue at

the N-terminus may be generated, e.g. by digestion with

LysN. Their CID spectra are characterized by long b ion

series in connection with short y ion series (Fig. 2B).

Peptides with basic residues at both termini exhibit CID

spectra with b and y ion series of comparable length often

with moderate overlap (Fig. 2C), and peptides with tryptic
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Figure 1. Nomenclature of sequence-specific peptide fragments;

a-, b-, and c-type ions contain the N-terminus; x-, y-, and z- ions

contain the C-terminus; hydrogen rearrangements are omitted in

this simplified annotation (according to [27]). R1, R2, R3 repre-

sent the side chains of the amino acid residues.
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miscleavage sites show a similar characteristic. In general,

their occurrence is caused by either a KK, RR, KR, RK, KP,

or RP motif or by the presence of an acidic residue in one of

the sequence positions73 relative to K or R [32, 33]. For

these peptides with internal basic residues, a more

pronounced mutual overlap of the fragment ion series or

sequence ion suppression around internal basic residues

may occur (Fig. 2D). In practice, backbone cleavage in the

vicinity of R and K residues is not very effective due to

sequestering of the protons at the basic site. Thus, the

corresponding ions are of low relative abundance, so that

they may escape detection, as observed for the peptide

internal K starting with QES (Fig. 2D). The presence of two

or more R residues in direct or close vicinity normally

causes pronounced gaps in fragment ion series of any type,

due to the high basicity of R. ESI peptide ions with charge

state 21 and 31 are the preferred precursor ions for de novo
sequencing. In practice, the MS/MS spectra of all accessible

charge states should be recorded, since the corresponding

spectra often exhibit b or y ion series of different length, so

that different regions of the peptide may become accessible

in this way. In general, fragment ion spectra of higher

charge states contain more sequence ions; however, MS/MS

spectra of doubly charged ions are often more easily inter-

preted than those of triply or quadruply charged precursor

ions. The manual annotation of the basic ion series has been

explicitly summarized in a step-by-step tutorial [34].

Besides b and y ions, additional types of fragment ions

occur in CID spectra of peptides which also contain

sequence information. These comprise neutral loss reac-

tions from the peptide termini [35, 36] and internal frag-

ment ions [37]. This is exemplified for the de novo

sequencing of the peptide SNTDANQ[L/I]WT[L/I]K shown

in Fig. 3. This peptide was obtained by tryptic digestion of a

type II ribosome-inactivating protein from the plant Ximenia
americana. Its sequence could be determined on the basis of

the almost complete y ion series from y1 to ymax-2 (Fig. 3A).

In addition, a continuous b ion series is observed from

b2 to b8-NH3 (b�8). Inspection of the low mass side of the

[M12H]21 signal revealed the occurrence of neutral loss

fragmentations, which can be easily recognized by their 12

charge state (Fig. 3B). These ions show the N-terminal loss

of S followed by the loss of N, which resolves the ambiguity

in the structure of the b2 ion at m/z 202 between SN and NS.

The occurrence of the N-terminal sequence SN is also

supported by the b2 ion fragment profile. This profile shows

the loss of NH3 (a�2 and b�2), which is typical for b2 SN,

whereas b2 NS ions show the preferential loss of H2O

(reference data not shown). The assignment of sequence

and compositional isomers of b2 ions via their fragmenta-

tion profiles has been demonstrated recently [38, 39]. The

low mass region of the MS/MS spectrum (Fig. 3C) also

provides compositional information in the form of immo-

nium ions.

Table 1 summarizes the sequence and compositional

information, which can be extracted from the MS/MS spec-

trum in Fig. 3. It can be recognized that redundant infor-

mation is obtained for the N-terminus based on the b2 ion

fragmentation profile and on the neutral losses from the

molecular ion. The central sequence TDANQ is based both on

the occurrence of b and y ions. Finally, the occurrence of the

C-terminal K residues is supported both by the fragment ion

mass and by the specificity of trypsin. The result is rounded by

the detection of the immonium ions for Q, W, and [L/I].
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Figure 2. Distribution of b (-) and y (’)

series fragment ions in Q-TOF CID spectra as

observed in a set of peptides with different

distributions of basic amino acids (data from

[30], � data from [31]); (A) peptides with a

basic residue at the C-terminus; (B) peptides

with a basic residue at the N-terminus; (C)

peptides with basic residues at both termini;

(D) peptides with terminal and internal basic

residues. (Explanation of the annotation

for QLSSGVSEIR: the arrows indicate the

presence of b2 and of the y series from y1 to

y9.)
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Complementary b/y ion pairs do not only give sequence

information but also provide additional molecular weight

information, since the sum of their mass values is

equivalent to the precursor ion mass. This is helpful in

case a mixture of precursor ions or a precursor ion

of very low abundance is isolated. In addition to the

sequence information summarized in Table 1, peptide MS/

MS spectra sometimes show internal b type fragment ions

[37]. Finally, reporter fragmentations for covalent modifica-

tions are highly useful for recognition of modified peptides

[40]. Over all, the occurrence of redundant sequence infor-

mation contained in several types of fragmentations of

multiply charged ions is a beneficial feature of ESI in

combination with collision cell CID, which strongly favors

its use for de novo sequencing of peptides. Collision

cell MS/MS spectra are highly dependent on the collision

offset used. The extent of fragmentation may be varied

from only partial to complete decomposition of the mole-

cular ion by increasing the offset value. Simultaneously,

fragment ions undergo secondary (and higher order) frag-

mentations. Nevertheless, due to the large body of experi-

mental MS/MS data available, optimal offset values can be

selected empirically.

4 Comparison of collision cell and ion
trap CID

Peptide fragment ion spectra generated in a collision cell or

in an ion trap are both generated by CID. Nevertheless, they

exhibit differences caused by the way of activation, mass

analysis, and time scale. In principle, ion trap MS/MS

spectra are very reproducible and dominated by first

generation fragments, since fragments are normally not

further activated due to their different m/z value. Thus,

typically more complementary b/y ion pairs are observed

compared to Q-TOF MS/MS spectra. This leads to the

occurrence of pronounced overlaps between b and y ion

series, even for normal tryptic peptides with a single basic

residue at the C-terminus (Fig. 4). This characteristic creates

redundant sequence information, which puts the read-out of

the sequence on a reliable basis.

Figure 3. De novo sequencing

by Q-TOF CID of the tryptic

peptide SNTDANQ[L/I]WT[L/

I]K originating from a type II

ribosome- inactivating protein

isolated from Ximenia amer-

icana; (A) complete MS/MS

spectrum characterized by y

and b ion series; (B) expanded

central region showing C-

terminal neutral losses; (C)

expanded low mass region

showing the y1, y2, and the b2

ion and its fragments, as well

as immonium ions.
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For de novo sequencing, ion trap MS/MS spectra have a

certain limitation of a ‘‘low mass cut-off,’’ which is directly

proportional to the m/z value of the precursor ion. The

average size of tryptic peptides excludes fragment ion

detection below about m/z 200–300, limiting the informa-

tion about the peptide ends present in low mass fragments.

Using stepwise MSn, low mass fragment ions can also be

detected (see below). Recently developed operating condi-

tions for ion traps (pulsed Q-dissociation) allow a generally

enhanced detection of low mass ions [41]. Hybrid instru-

ments such as the LTQ-orbitrap combination offer an

additional activation mode occurring in the transfer region

between the two mass analyzers, which generates MS/MS

spectra with highly abundant low mass fragments [42].

Currently, MSn in an ion trap appears to be the most

applicable technique for differentiation between leucine and

isoleucine. In the early days of MS/MS, high-energy CID

was more frequently applied than today. Using this ion

activation method for peptide analysis, side chain frag-

mentations were observed. These were found to be useful

for the differentiation between leucine and isoleucine.

Peptide fragments containing L were found to show satel-

lites at �42 Da, compared to �28 Da satellites for I [43]. In

low-energy CID of peptides containing L/I, the immonium

ion of L/I at m/z 86 is frequently observed with high

abundance. Further MS/MS analysis of this immonium ion

showed that the fragment ion at m/z 69 is specific for I

[44–46]. Ion traps are particularly favorable for such an

analysis [41] due to their MSn capability. Such an analysis is

shown in Fig. 5 providing clear evidence that the residue in

the peptide GpSVAVGVIK at the position 2 from the

C-terminus is isoleucine.

5 MALDI-PSD, MALDI-TOF/TOF, and
MALDI in-source decay (MALDI-ISD)

MALDI-PSD was introduced as the first MALDI technique

for detection of fragment ions [47]. Fragments formed by

metastable fragmentation between the ion source and the

reflector can be detected in this way. Subsequently the

uninterrupted detection of a complete MALDI-PSD spec-

trum was demonstrated [48], in contrast to the original

stitching of several partial PSD spectra. MALDI-PSD spectra

of peptides show b and y ion series and neutral losses as

observed following CID. However, since MALDI generates

mainly singly charged molecular ion, MALDI-PSD spectra

contain less sequence information compared to the CID

spectra of multiply charged precursor ions as generated by

ESI. The fragmentation of MALDI generated peptide ions

was put on an improved instrumental basis by the devel-

opment of two types of MALDI-TOF/TOF instruments [49,

50] allowing the recording of peptide MS/MS spectra with

improved sequence information [51, 52]. In addition, several

attempts were undertaken to improve the sequence infor-

mation of MALDI-TOF/TOF spectra of peptides by deriva-

tization [53]. Most frequently, the derivatization is targeted

to the peptide N-terminus with the aim to enhance the

C-terminal fragment ion series (y ions) which are relatively

stable species allowing simplified sequencing [54]. Further-

more the pK values of the a-amino group at the N-terminus

and the e-amino group of lysine are often sufficiently apart

allowing their selective derivatization. In contrast, this is not

feasible for the C-terminus, since the pK values between

C-terminal and side chain carboxy functions are less

clearly separated. Amino group specific modification can be

Table 1. Types of sequence information present in the MS/MS spectrum in Fig. 3

S N T D A N Q [L/I] W T [L/I] K

y Ions � � � � � � � � � �
b Ions � � � � � � �
Neutral loss � �
b2 Fragment profile � �
Composition � � � �
Protease specificity �

D A F L G S F L Y E Y S R

S L D L D S I I A E V K

L Q G I V S W G S G C A Q K

S K A E A E S L Y Q S K

L D K S Q I H D I V L V G G S T R

A R F E E L N A D L F RD A F L G S F L Y E Y S RD A F L G S F L Y E Y S R

S L D L D S I I A E V KS L D L D S I I A E V K

L Q G I V S W G S G C A Q KL Q G I V S W G S G C A Q K

S K A E A E S L Y Q S KS K A E A E S L Y Q S K

L D K S Q I H D I V L V G G S T RL D K S Q I H D I V L V G G S T R

A B

A R F E E L N A D L F RA R F E E L N A D L F R Figure 4. Typical fragment ion series distri-

bution in peptides observed in linear ion trap

MS/MS spectra; (A) tryptic peptides with a

single basic site; (B) tryptic peptides with

internal basic residues. For both groups of

peptides, b and y ion series with pronounced

overlap are observed.
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achieved with sulfonic acid derivatives [55]. For arginine-

containing tryptic peptides this leads to a specific N-terminal

modification. Lysine-containing peptides can be modified

equally following guanidylation of lysine e-amino groups

[56]. Currently, Lys guanidylation is often combined with

derivatization by 4-sulphophenyl isothiocyanate (SPITC)

[57–59] and 2-sulfobenzoic acid anhydride [56, 60]. An

example for the improvement of a MALDI fragment ion

spectrum is given in Fig. 6, adapted from a recent de novo
sequencing study of plant protein isoforms [61]. The MALDI

fragment ion spectrum of the peptide YVTYAA[I/

L]AGDASV[I/L]DDR shows the same y fragment ions

before and after N-terminal derivatization with SPITC.

However, after derivatization b ions are practically absent

and the y ions are of high and nearly uniform abundance.

The suppression of b ions by SPITC derivatization is

explained by the replacement of the N-terminal amino

function by the sulfonic acid function, so that the deriva-

tized b fragments are not able to stabilize an extra proton.

An approach for influencing the fragmentation behavior

of peptides in MALDI-PSD refers to tryptic peptides with a

C-terminal lysine, which is reacted with a strongly basic

reagent [62, 63], resulting in the exclusive occurrence of a y

ion series.

By the introduction of delayed extraction MALDI [64], the

detection of fragment ions generated in the MALDI source

became feasible (ISD) [65]. MALDI-ISD detects fragment

ions formed in the time gap between the laser pulse and the

switch to the full accelerating voltage (100–500 ns). The

typical MALDI-ISD fragment ions of peptides are of c and z
type, pointing toward a high abundance of radicals in the

MALDI plume. The same type of fragments are observed in

ExD fragmentation techniques (see below), where they

originate from precursor radical ions generated by electron

transfer. Matrix optimization for MALDI-ISD has been

described [66]. Applications for database-supported protein

identification using the top down approach have been

reported, e.g. [67, 68] and the technique appears to offer

potential also for de novo sequencing. The usefulness of

MALDI for de novo sequencing is currently further

strengthened by the availability of MALDI-MS/MS instru-

ments (e.g. MALDI-QTOF, MALDI-TOF/TOF, MALDI-

Orbitap).

6 ExD techniques

Recently, electron capture dissociation (ECD) [69] and elec-

tron transfer dissociation (ETD) [70] (summarized as ExD

techniques) have been introduced as new activation techni-

ques for peptide fragmentation, which can be regarded as

complementary to CID [71]. ExD techniques function via the

transfer of a single low energy electron to a multiply

protonated peptide, mostly with charge state 31 or 41, as

often observed in ESI. The electron is transferred either

directly (ECD) or from a previously formed radical anion

(ETD). The free radical site introduced upon electron

transfer leads to an instantaneous and local radical-induced

backbone cleavage. This cleavage affects mainly the N-C

bond, so that the resulting fragment ion spectra typically

show c or z type ions. A detailed mechanism for their

formation has been proposed [70]. Recently, the combina-

tion of metalloendopeptidase LysN digestion with ETD or

MALDI-TOF/TOF has been applied for de novo peptide
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Figure 5. Ion trap MS/MS spectra of m/z 86

for differentiation between leucine and

isoleucine; (A) MS/MS of 86 generated from

leucine; (B) MS/MS of m/z 86 generated

from isoleucine; (C) MS/MS of m/z 86

generated from the peptide GpSVAVGVIK.

The high abundance of m/z 69 in (c) identi-

fies the presence of isoleucine.
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sequencing [72, 73]. Peptides generated by LysN carry a K

residue at the N-terminus resulting in the preferential

occurrence of c ion series, a situation facilitating a read-out

of the peptide sequence.

ExD spectra are well suited for sequencing of modified

peptides [74], since fragmentations originating from side

chains are normally not observed. Even relatively labile

structures such as phosphorylated amino acids stay intact

upon ExD. However, variations in the peptide backbone

structure influence the radical induced fragmentation. For

instance, cleavage at the N-terminal site of P is suppressed

due to the existence of two N-C bonds, an observation that is

in accordance with the proposed fragmentation mechanism.

Another example is the presence of an isoaspartyl residue,

introducing an extra C-C bond into the peptide/protein

backbone, which is cleaved using ECD [75, 76] or ETD [77].

This cleavage leads to isoAsp-specifc backbone fragments.

For isoAsp at position n from the N-terminus, a cn�1158 ion

is formed, and a complementary zm�1157 may be formed,

where m annotates the isoAsp position counted from the

C-terminus. A relative quantification of the site-specific

isoAsp content in peptides has been demonstrated by ECD

[78]. Such an analysis has also been demonstrated using

CID [79]; however, ExD techniques appear to be superior,

since they present isoAsp-specific ions, whereas CID tech-

niques mainly display quantitative changes in fragment ion

abundances [79] or isoAsp-specific ions of minor relative

abundance [80].

7 LC elution behavior and de novo
Sequencing

In LC-MS/MS analyses, the peptide retention time is an

analytical parameter, which is obtained without extra effort.

Nowadays, the LC retention times of peptides can be

predicted with high reliability (in a window of 72–3 min)

for different chromatographic systems, e.g. [81–83]. The

relative elution order is also a useful parameter, as can be

demonstrated in the analysis of the just mentioned isoAsp-

containing peptides. Since they are generated during

protein aging, they are generally accompanied by their

cognates carrying a normal aspartyl residue. On RP-LC,

peptides with internal isoAsp peptides elute before their

unmodified analogs, whereas peptides with N-terminal

isoaspartate elute later [84] (peptides with C-terminal isoas-

Figure 6. MALDI MS/MS spectra of

[M1H]1ions of the peptide YVTYAA[I/

L]AGDASV[I/L]DDR (A) before and (B)

after SPITC derivatization. Derivatiza-

tion induces neutral losses of the

modifying group (�173 Da, �215 Da)

and a pronounced enhancement of all

y ions. Adapted from [61], with

permission.
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partate do not exist). In this way, the LC retention time may

be useful as an additional ‘‘soft’’ parameter to confirm the

result of a de novo sequencing step.

8 Mass accuracy and peptide sequencing

The reliability of peptide sequencing improves with increasing

accuracy of the mass measurement, since the exact mass

contains information about the elemental composition. The

most obvious benefit of accurate mass measurement refers to

the correct assignment of fragment ion series. K and Q are

nominally isobaric amino acids with a mass difference of

about 36 mDa, and the difference between W and EG is about

15 mDa. These ambiguities can be differentiated at medium

resolution, as provided by Q-TOF instruments. However,

interfering ions of different types with a multitude of mass

differences including very small values may occur, so that

high mass accuracy is of general value.

Accurate mass data are without use for the recognition of

structural isomers since these are characterized by identical

elemental compositions. For differentiation between isoele-

mental ions, differences in their fragmentation behavior or in

their chemical properties, e.g. in derivatization or label

exchange reactions have to be employed. First of all, the pair

L/I cannot be differentiated by mass measurement. In addi-

tion, numerous accurate mass numbers exist, which represent

different amino acid combinations. For several dipeptide

combinations, a single elemental composition may be

connected with four structures (e.g. AN, NA, GQ, and QG).

Differentiation of these quartets present as N-terminal motifs

can be achieved via the b2 ion fragmentation profile [39].

Other examples of isoelemental structures are the pairs GG/N

(both C4H6N2O2) and GA/Q (both C5H8N2O2).

Nowadays several instrument types (e.g. FT-ICR, Orbi-

Trap) are available [85], providing MS analysis with a reso-

lution in the range of 100.000–500.000 with mass accuracies

in the range of 2–0.2 ppm. An early example for the new

possibilities offered by such extreme mass accuracy is the

introduction of composition-based de novo sequencing [86,

87]. This two-step procedure starts with calculation of a set

of possible amino acid compositions on the basis of the

highly accurate mass value for a peptide molecular ion and

its fragment ions. Based on the calculation of all mass value-

compatible amino acid compositions, a database containing

all permutations is generated. This database is then used for

assignment of the MS/MS spectra. The new possibilities of

highly accurate mass data for automated de novo sequencing

have been summarized recently [88].

9 De novo sequencing and stable isotope
labeling

Stable isotope labeling techniques can also be used to

facilitate de novo sequencing. Selective labeling of the

C-terminus by incorporation of 18O is particularly useful for

this purpose, since it is a relatively fast and cost-effective

method. The first attempts for 18O introduction were

performed by acid-catalyzed exchange and by esterase-cata-

lyzed cleavage of methyl esters [89] with subsequent analysis

by fast atom bombardment. However, acid treatment leads

to pronounced peptide hydrolysis and esterase cleavage is

relatively inefficient due to a low affinity of the esterase

toward peptides. In contrast, tryptic digestion in H18
2 O

effects a fast incorporation of one or two 18O atoms at the

C-terminus of tryptic peptides, as visualized by ESI and

MALDI-MS [90]. As expected, a selective labeling of y ions

was obtained in this way. Digestion in a mixture of H16
2 O

and H18
2 O generates y ions with a characteristically distorted

isotope pattern [91–93] enabling their straightforward

differentiation from the unlabeled b ions. The 18O label can

also be introduced after digestion in a separate step [94]. The

combination of tryptic digestion with 18O labeling appears to

be particularly useful, since tryptic peptides tend to show

long uninterrupted y ion series, and since by principle,

internal y ions do not occur. As an example, Fig. 7 shows the

MS/MS spectrum of the peptide STDANQ[L/I]WT[L/I]K,

partially labeled with 18O at the carboxy terminus. All y ions

can be recognized by an elevated 12 Da signal in their

isotopic envelopes.

Differential terminal derivatizations with a labeled and a

nonlabeled reagent have been introduced both for quanti-

tative proteomics as well as for facilitated de novo sequen-

cing. The latter purpose is achieved, since N-terminal

labeling shifts only the b ion series, whereas C-terminal

labeling selectively affects the corresponding y ions. This

concept has been demonstrated for derivatization with H4/

D4-(Nicotinoyloxy)succinimide [95], O-methylisourea [96],

D4-lysine [97], H2/D2-formaldehyde [98] or more recently by

N-terminal H3/D3-acetylation using acetic acid anhydride

[99].

10 Special MS/MS techniques suited for
de novo peptide sequencing

10.1 Multistage fragmentation of sodium-cationized

peptides

Clear-cut C-terminal sequence information from peptides

can be obtained by multiple stage MS [100, 101] in an ion

trap. This is particularly the case, when lithium- or sodium-

cationized peptides instead of protonated peptides are

selected as precursor ions. The prevailing fragmentation

process of [M1Li]1 and [M1Na]1 ions is the neutral loss of

the C-terminal amino acid building block with formation of

an [M1Cat]1 ion of the same type, but shortened by one

amino acid. Thus, the process can be repeated using the

MSn capabilities of an ion trap, as demonstrated in several

investigations. A sequence ladder generated in this way is

shown in Fig. 8 for the peptide SQGIASTK.
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Unfortunately, the broader application of this elegant

C-terminal sequencing method is limited by the fact that no

methods are available for the preferred generation of catio-

nized peptides at high sensitivity.

10.2 Time-delayed fragmentation

The distribution of product ions observed following CID is

time-dependent. Using a Q-Trap instrument, selective

recording of MS/MS spectra containing preferentially the

more stable y ions (compared to b ions) has been demon-

strated. The term ‘‘time delayed fragmentation’’ (TDF) [102,

103] has been created to describe the detection of fragment

ions produced at variable time windows and thus subpo-

pulations of ions with different internal energy. Three major

steps are involved in TDF: (i) ion activation, (ii) ion relaxa-

tion, and (iii) fragment collection. TDF provides the ability

to simplify the product ion spectra as shown in Fig. 9. In

case all fragment ions produced by CID are collected, the

MS/MS spectrum in Fig. 9A is obtained, showing both b

and y ions. Relaxation of the precursor ions in the linear ion

trap over 10 ms leads to a population of precursor ions with

lower internal energy. Selective recording of fragment ions

originating from this relaxed subpopulation leads to a

simplified MS/MS spectrum containing exclusively y

ions as shown in Fig. 9B. In this way, TDF supports de novo
sequencing of peptides.

10.3 Single series fragment ion spectra

Simplified fragment ion spectra of peptides which exhibit

only C-terminal or N-terminal fragment ions can be recor-

ded by using a two stage fragmentation. Instrumentally, this

can be realized using a triple quadrupole analyzer with

Figure 7. De novo sequencing by

Q-TOF CID of the tryptic peptide

STDANQ[L/I]WT[L/I]K, partially

labeled with 18O at its carboxy

terminus; (A) complete spectrum;

(B) expanded low mass region,

demonstrating the facile differ-

entiation between unlabeled b

ions and partially 18O-labeled y

ions.
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Figure 8. Ion trap multistage MS/

MS for C-terminal sequencing of

the peptide SQGIASTK as [M1Na]1

ion. Shown is the overlay of six

spectra, generated by repeated

fragmentation of the stepwise

shortened sodiated peptide ion.
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combined skimmer-CID (sCID) and collision cell CID. This

is a pseudo-MS3 analysis, since skimmer CID represents a

fragmentation mode without precursor ion selection. Thus,

this experimental set up will only provide clear results for

pure samples containing a single peptide. Nevertheless, two-

stage CID for peptide sequencing has particular merits

(Fig. 10). This is demonstrated for the T1 fragment of

protein kinase A, which is a short N-terminally myristoy-

lated heptapeptide. A selective detection of b or y ions is

achieved using a b ion or y ion-specific precursor ion scan,

respectively. A common b ion fragment is found at m/z 211,

which represents the myristoyl fragment, and a common y

ion fragment is the y1 ion. Therefore, using skimmer CID in

combination with precursor ion scanning for m/z 211, only

b ions are detected, whereas the combination with precursor

ion scanning for 147 leads to pure y ion spectra.

A general applicability of two-stage CID for the recording

of single series peptide MS/MS spectra as demonstrated in

Fig. 10 requires the combination of two genuine MS/MS

steps, as can be realized, e.g. in a penta-quadrupole instru-

ment with two collision cells. However, this type of instru-

ment is commercially not available.

11 Automated de novo sequencing

Engines for de novo sequencing have undergone continuous

improvement [106–112] as tools for database-supported spectra

interpretation. Basic or full versions of several of these tools are

available in the internet, as mentioned in the corresponding

publications. Currently, all results provided by automated de
novo sequencing should be checked manually. Nevertheless,

we found automated de novo sequencing very helpful for

extracting meaningful MS/MS spectra from large sets of

MS/MS spectra, thus increasing the success rate of manual de
novo sequencing. Long sequence ion series from central parts

of peptides were in general correctly recognized, as well as

complementary b/y ion pairs. Inconsistencies between

proposed and manual sequences were often found near the

terminal regions, where characteristic details in the spectra

were not fully recognized. As an example, Table 2 shows three

automated annotations from a dataset acquired for de novo
sequencing of a type II ribosome-inactivating protein from

X. americana, in comparison with manual sequencing results

and the later determined sequence of riproximin (Q2PA54).

The results in Table 2 show that the annotation tool may

interchange a single amino acid with an isobaric two amino

acid combination. This error is caused by the false-positive

recognition of a sequence ion. Other errors refer to the

annotation of the peptide ends. Since the CID spectra in

general contain several independent sources of information

for terminal sequences (Table 1), this situation shows that

the further refinement of de novo annotation tools toward a

better recognition of the terminal sequence is a promising

route for their improvement.

Proteins of organisms with unknown genome often show

sequence homologies to functionally related homologs in

other already completely sequenced organisms. Therefore,

existing sequence databases may be helpful as support for de
novo sequencing results obtained from unknown proteins.

In practice, peptide sequence candidates may be subjected to

homology-based search programs such as BLAST (basic

local alignment search tool) or the FASTA (fast all) algo-

rithm to identify similarities to sequences present in data-

bases [113–115]. An extensive review on homology-driven

proteomics has been given recently [116]. Bioinformatic

tools are of high interest for further advancement of de novo
peptide sequencing.

Figure 9. Q-trap MS/MS spectra of

the doubly charged b-casein frag-

ment at m/z 1094 (DMPIQAFLLY-

QEPVLPGPVR) using (A) conventional

CID with fragmentation window

up to about 250 ms, and (B) TDF

with a fragmentation window410 ms.

Adapted from [104], with permission.
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12 Complete protein sequencing
supported by de novo MS/MS peptide
sequencing

Complete protein sequence may be obtained by MS alone by

the implementation of different proteases. Each protease

generates different sets of peptides so that overlapping

sequences may be found and longer continuous sequences

can be obtained. In general, a sequence overlap of three

amino acids is sufficient for stitching of two sequences,

since mostly a three amino acid sequence motif is already

unique for a protein of intermediate size (20–60 kDa). The

combined use of trypsin, chymotrypsin and AspN is bene-

ficial for this purpose, due to their different cleavage char-

acteristics at basic, neutral, or acidic sites. In elastase digests

numerous overlapping peptides are found, due to its low

specificity. In spite of this lack of specificity, elastase

digestions leads to peptides of around 1 kDa size, since the

affinity of elastase to its substrates strongly decreases when

the peptide length falls below 0.8–1 kDa. Peptides of this

length can often be sequenced completely by CID, unless

multiple basic sites are present. The first complete primary
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Figure 10. Triple quadrupole pseudo MS3

spectra of the peptide myrGDAAAAK derived

from protein kinase A; (A) sCID1 precursor

scan for 211 (myristoyl fragment ion); (B)

sCID1precursor ion scan for 147 (y1 ion of K).

These scan modes selectively shows only the

b ion series A) or the y ion series b), respec-

tively (see also Ref. [105]).

Table 2. Automated and manual de novo sequencing (http:// www.bioinfor.com/peaksonline) of peptides extracted from Ximenia
americana

Precursor ion Sequences Type of sequence

[687.3] 21 N S A D A N G A [L/I] E G N [L/I] K Proposed
S N A D A N Q [L/I] W N [L/I] K Manual

[703.9] 21 T E Q Q W A [L/I] Y P S S P Proposed
T E Q Q W A [L/I] Y P D R Manual
A E Q K W A L F P D R Riproximin (505–515)

[695.8] 21 S N T D A N G A [L/I] E G T [L/I] K Proposed
S N T D A N Q [L/I] W T [L/I] K Manual
S N T D A N Q L W I L K Riproximin (374–385)

Some deviations between automated and manual sequencing are observed. Two peptide sequences were found to be homologous to
riproximin (Q2PA54).
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structure determination of an entire protein by MS alone

was performed using multiprotease digestion and MS/MS

[117]. To our knowledge, the largest protein that has been

entirely sequenced using the bottom-up approach so far is a

21-kDa cytochrome c4 [118]. In connection with the bottom-

up approach, two phenomena may cause errors in the

primary sequence. First, rearrangement processes during

ion trap CID have been described [119]; second, protease-

catalyzed transpeptidation reactions have been observed,

leading, e.g. to the transfer of terminal residues or to the

ligation of originally distant sequence parts [120, 121].

Although these phenomena have been clearly described,

their actual impact on the confidence of de novo sequencing

results is not yet explored.

The introduction of ExD techniques has improved the

technical basis for ‘‘top-down’’ protein sequencing, i.e. the

fragmentation of complete proteins. For example, a

sequence coverage of about 70% on the first �200 residues

was demonstrated for each terminus of large proteins grater

than 200 kDa [122]. A top-down approach for targeted

characterization of C- and N-termini of undigested proteins

based on MALDI-ISD has also been introduced under the

synonym ‘‘T3-sequencing’’ [67]. Yoo and co-workers recently

demonstrated the potency of this technique by sequencing a

31 residue polyethylene glycol modified peptide completely

[123]. Concerning the addressed challenges and benefits of

both – ‘‘bottom-up’’ and ‘‘top-down’’ – approaches it is most

likely that they will continue to co-evolve in future or will

meet halfway as hybrid approaches, in which large frag-

ments or whole domains of proteins are analyzed intact

[124]. Peptide de novo sequencing results can also help to

obtain protein sequences via molecular biology approaches.

For instance, a cDNA library is constructed and primers

derived from de novo sequenced peptides are used for RACE-

PCR (rapid amplification of cDNA-ends with polymerase

chain reaction) [125, 126]. Finally the complete protein

sequence is identified using DNA sequencing.

13 Concluding remarks

CID and ETD are currently the most effective techniques

employed in peptide de novo sequencing. Both techniques

generate peptide MS/MS spectra with very high structural

information. In this context, CID is best suited for small

peptides of 1–2 kDa, whereas ETD can cope with larger

peptides. In the quest for large precursor ions, MALDI-ISD

has shown remarkable progress. The results of all ionization

and fragmentation techniques benefit from the increased

mass accuracy of MS/MS data, reducing the number of

sequences compatible with a MS/MS dataset. In case of

ambiguities in the de novo sequencing of peptides, several

chemical and instrumental methods exist for improving the

specificity of the results. However, due to their extra efforts,

they will probably be applied in selective cases only. Complete

peptide de novo sequencing by MS/MS will not be generally

successful due to interfering factors, such as (i) a low intensity

causing incomplete detection of sequence ions, (ii) a peptide

sequence preventing the formation of a sufficient set of

sequence ions, or (iii) the presence of an unusual amino acid

and/or an uncommon covalent modification. Nevertheless,

once a complete peptide sequence can be read from an MS/

MS spectrum, this result has a high level of confidence. This

is particularly the case when the information redundancy

present in the majority of peptide MS/MS spectra is used and

when additional data, such as a protease specificity, LC elution

behavior. or fragmentation rules, are integrated into the final

evaluation. The further refinement of automated de novo
sequencing tools in relation to high resolution MS/MS data

may complement the widely applied database-supported

search algorithms. In this way, not database-filed protein

sequence variations, which now remain unassigned in an

automated annotation, could also be reliably identified. Thus,

in many proteomic analyses the combination of database-

supported annotation with automated de novo sequencing will

probably further advance the interpretation of MS/MS data.

The authors have declared no conflict of interest.
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